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Abstract. In this paper it is presented the initial study on the possibility of capturing the inner dynamic of Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm into a complex network structure.  Inspired in previous works there are two different approaches 
for creating the complex network presented in this paper. Visualizations of the networks are presented and commented. 
The possibilities for future applications of the proposed design are given in detail. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a significant development in the area of evolutionary computational techniques 
(ECTs). However the majority of the research is focused on modification of inner principles of the ECTs. Every year 
many new method and modification are proposed with various successes. In this work it is presented a different 
approach for enhancing ECTs. The inner dynamic of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) [1 - 4] is 
captured in the form of complex network [5, 6]. Inspired in previous work [6] it is proposed a method to create the 
network and future applications are outlined. 
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
The PSO algorithm is inspired in the natural swarm behavior of birds and fish. It was introduced by Eberhart and 
Kennedy in 1995 [1]. Each particle in the population represents a candidate solution for the optimization problem 
that is defined by the cost function (CF). In each iteration of the algorithm, a new location (combination of CF 
parameters) for the particle is calculated based on its previous location and velocity vector (velocity vector contains 
particle velocity for each dimension of the problem). Within this research the PSO algorithm with global topology 
(GPSO) [6] was utilized. The chaotic PRNG is used in the main GPSO formula (1), which determines a new 
“velocity”, thus directly affects the position of each particle in the next iteration. 
 1 1 2( ) ( )t t t tij ij ij ij j ijv w v c Rand pBest x c Rand gBest x            
Where: 
vit+1 - New velocity of the ith particle in iteration t+1. 
w – Inertia weight value; vit - Current velocity of the ith particle in iteration t.; c1, c2 - Priority factors; pBesti –
Personal best solution found by the ith particle; gBest - Best solution found in a population; xijt - Current position of 
the ith particle (component j of dimension D) in iteration t.; Rand – Pseudo random number, interval (0, 1). CPRNG 
is applied only here. 
The maximum velocity was limited to 0.2 times the range as it is usual. The new position of each particle is then 
given by (2), where xit+1 is the new particle position: 
 1 1t t ti i ix x v    
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Finally the linear decreasing inertia weight [3, 4] is used in the typically referred GPSO design that was used in this 
study. The inertia weight has two control parameters wstart and wend. A new w for each iteration is given by (3), 
where t stands for current iteration number and n stands for the total number of iterations. The values used in this 
study were wstart = 0.9 and wend = 0.4. 
   start endstart w w tw w n
    
EXPERIMENT 
In the initial experiment the PSO algorithm with typical default setting was used to optimize the commonly used 
Schwefel’s benchmark function. The main goal was not the results of the optimization but the recording of inner 
dynamics of the swarm. Each particle is represented as a node in the network. Furthermore a time-window of 10 
iterations was used and therefore there are 10 nodes for each particle (and corresponding time-slot). Using this 
unique design it is possible to incorporate not only the relations in instant moment but also the influence of time on 
the dynamic.  
For creating the links in the network it is necessary to understand the logic of PSO. The only way of communication 
that happens in the swarm is the shared knowledge of global best solution. Therefore the particle that found the last 
gBest is understood to influence all other particles until new gBest is found. 
In the first experiment all interactions (improving and non-improving) were tracked. The complex network obtained 
using this approach is depicted in Fig. 1. The density of such network is very high. 
 
 
FIGURE 1. PSO dynamic as complex network (10 iterations) – all interactions 
In the second experiment only interactions that led to improvement of the particle (in terms of CF) were tracked. 
The network obtained by this method is completely different and less dense on the first look (See Fig. 2.) but in 
closer look still contains high amount of information as is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3. 
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As has been shown above it is possible to capture the inner dynamic of PSO algorithm in the form of a complex 
network. Also it has been mentioned that for practical purposes it is necessary to choose a time-window. As 
application it is understood here that by analyzing the complex network it will be possible to evaluate the 
performance of the algorithm and the hidden inner dynamics in such way that various adaptive [7] and learning 
methods can be implemented in order to improve the performance of the algorithm and evade risk of pathological 
states such as premature convergence or partial/full stagnation.  
CONCLUSION 
In this initial study two approaches for capturing the inner dynamic of PSO algorithm into complex network 
were described. The visualizations of these networks were presented as promising examples. The work will continue 
with in-deep analysis of the network using both statistical and non-statistical method and approaches. The results of 
complex network analysis will be used as a vital part of new adaptive approaches. It seems very likely that it is 
possible to use the complex-network as a tool to understand the otherwise hidden inner dynamics of ECTs. 
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